
How a major retailer uses 
AI with IBM & NeuralSeek 
to securely share data & 

power insights



1. Data Input Automation:AI models require a lot of 
data for training in enterprise scenarios. Automating 
data input can streamline training by scraping, 
integrating data from multiple sources, or collecting 
data in real-time from APIs.

2. Scalability: AI systems in enterprise solutions must 
be able to handle large volumes of data and user 
interactions. You can distribute computation across 
multiple servers or use cloud-based services for 
elastic scaling to scale effectively.

3. Customization and Maintenance: Pre-built AI 
models are useful for prototyping, but customization is 
often necessary for enterprise needs. Consistent 
maintenance and fine-tuning with custom code ensure 
long-term effectiveness.



Cost of Poor 
Data & Training

In many situations, customers are simply 
looking for answers to questions about the 
company, products, procedures, or policy.



Cost of Poor 
Data & Training

Most Virtual Agents don’t handle open-
ended questions well – it’s too hard and 
costly to build dialog for every possibility.

A Chevy for $1? Car dealer chatbots show AI perils | VentureBeat

https://venturebeat.com/ai/a-chevy-for-1-car-dealer-chatbots-show-perils-of-ai-for-customer-service/


Cost of Poor 
Data & Training

Once the Virtual Agent becomes the “first 
call” – customer expectations demand 
answers to all questions – or the churn risk 
rises!

A Chevy for $1? Car dealer chatbots show AI perils | VentureBeat

Vectara’s CTO, Amin Ahmad, says that 
LLMs create a compressed 
representation of all the training data fed 
through its artificial neurons. “The nature 
of compression is that the fine details can 
get lost,” he says. A model ends up 
primed with the most likely answers to 
queries from users but doesn’t have the 
exact facts at its disposal. “When it gets to 
the details it starts making things up,” he 
says.

https://venturebeat.com/ai/a-chevy-for-1-car-dealer-chatbots-show-perils-of-ai-for-customer-service/


Retail Use Case for Product and Inventory Descriptions

Informed Decision Making: Detailed product descriptions with information about features, 
specifications, dimensions, and materials help customers make informed purchasing decisions, 
increasing satisfaction.
Trust and Credibility: Accurate product descriptions play a crucial role in building customer trust, 
creating a positive shopping experience, encouraging repeat purchases, and instilling confidence in 
retailers' business practices.
Reduced Returns: Accurate product descriptions reduce returns, saving time and costs for retailers and 
customers.
Brand Reputation: Accurate product information and updated inventory levels lead to satisfied 
customers, positive experiences, and increased customer retention.
Efficient Operations: Effective inventory management reduces costs and improves order fulfillment.
SEO and Discoverability: Detailed product descriptions with relevant keywords improve a retailer's 
online visibility and attract potential customers through search engine optimization (SEO).
Competitive Advantage: Accurate product descriptions differentiate retailers in a competitive market.



IBM watsonx 
Assistant client



Success Criteria for the Proof of Concept

Generative AI capabilities: The POC should 
showcase the virtual agent's ability to provide 
appropriate responses when asked for criteria, 
but also gracefully handle questions not in scope 
or when asked unrelated or harmful questions.

Intention detection: The POC should be able to 
detect the intention of the user, specifically in 
identifying correct model, brand, specification, 
and details related to the available appliances.

Fallback prompts: If the user does not specify 
search criteria or if the search results are too 
large, the POC should prompt the user for 
refinement or required fields, or as the last resort, 
provide a safe fallback to generative AI.

Virtual agent memory: The POC should 
demonstrate the ability of the virtual agent to 
remember previous questions and offer further 
refinements based on user input.

Data accuracy and updates: The POC should 
demonstrate that search results are accurate 
based on both unstructured and structured data 
and text, and that changes to data are updated 
appropriately in the search results.



Demonstration

Natural Language Response with 
Product Descriptions and Inventory



Db2 Data Management



30+ 
Years running the 
world’s mission critical 
workloads with Db2

Governed, 
secure

Continuously 
available 

Endlessly
 scalable

Highly 
performant

Real-time
analytics

Automated 
operations



IBM Db2 
powers 
the 
modern 
economy

10/10
largest banks

10/10
largest automotive 
manufacturers

#1
largest global 
retailer

10/10
largest insurance 
companies

40/50
state governments

23+
airlines globally



Db2 for low latency applications

IBM Db2 is the one database built to run the 
next generation of mission-critical workloads

IBM Db2
Modernize mission-

critical apps
Run enterprise 

software
Build new cloud-

native apps
Power next-gen AI 

assistants
Run operational 

analytics
Share data across 

teams
Build ML & AI 

models
Build real-time 

dashboards

All major cloud providers EverywhereAll deployment options

Db2 Warehouse for always-on analytics



NeuralSeek

Business LLM Accelerator



Virtual Agent Challenges

Virtual Agent

Generative AI
(LLM) of your choice

Corporate
Knowledge Base



NeuralSeek the Business LLM Accelerator

Virtual Agent

Generative AI
(LLM) of your choice

Corporate
Knowledge Base



NeuralSeek, IBM watsonx Assistant, and Db2
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Minimize Upfront Development & Lower Maintenance

Ask
Customers ask Questions 
and get Answers live in 
the Virtual Agent.

Attach
No Code.  Connect to 
your knowledge base and 
Virtual Agent, Go Live.

Curate
Review NeuralSeek‘s curated Q&A, 
promote them into the agent as 
trained Actions.

Day 1 Day 2 Day 3



With and Without NeuralSeek

Without NeuralSeek

● Time to get started: Imagine all possible intentions 
and actions for every individual questions.

● Time to maintain: Updating intentions and answers 
based on changes in corporate knowledge base is 
time-consuming.

● Time to customize: LLM choice needs integration 
and engineering to work with corporate knowledge 
base.

NeuralSeek AI

● Automatically creates potential intent and actions 
that can be easily uploaded. Powerful analytics are 
available to monitor coverage and confidence levels in 
real-time, down to the raw source.

● Automatically detect and curate changes to your 
corporate knowledge base with minimal manual 
intervention.

● Automatically provides context to your preferred 
LLM, leveraging its capabilities to offer a more natural 
and concise response.



Additional 
Information
Follow our team and solutions



Q&A

IBM and NeuralSeek



Get Started with Next Steps

Try watsonx for Free 
https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/registration/stepone?context=wx&adoper=
230711_0_LS1

Try Db2 for Free 
https://www.ibm.com/products/db2/get-started

Include NeuralSeek 
https://cloud.ibm.com/catalog/services/neuralseek

NeuralSeek Learning Lab and Documentation labs.neuralseek.com & 
https://neuralseek.com/documentation

https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/registration/stepone?context=wx&adoper=230711_0_LS1
https://dataplatform.cloud.ibm.com/registration/stepone?context=wx&adoper=230711_0_LS1
https://www.ibm.com/products/db2/get-started
https://cloud.ibm.com/catalog/services/neuralseek
http://labs.neuralseek.com
https://neuralseek.com/documentation


Thank You

Thank you for attending and we 
look forward to following up and 
connecting with you.


